Checkout
A universal ready-made solution for accepting online payments,
designed with the consumer in mind. It drives your sales and lets
you receive payments securely at lightning speed.

Versatility

Localisation

Customisation

Personalisation

Boost your conversion
with an ultimately
responsive Checkout
supporting any payment
method and flow.
Process payments,
donations, or
subscription requests.

Go global and scale up
with minimal effort.
Checkout can identify
and adapt to the
geolocation of a user,
switching to the right
language, currency, and
displaying local
payment methods first.

Adjust the Checkout
design to the look and
feel of your website. Use
a custom theme and
configure fields to make
it unique.

Checkout memorises
users’ info and their
latest or most used
methods, displaying a
selection of options
recommended
personally for them.

How does it work?
Integrate

advanced Checkout without writing a single line of code.

Customise
Accept

its look and feel to offer your customers a seamless brand experience.

one-time or recurring payments in a split second and take the hassle out of it.

How does it help me maximise conversion?
Checkout supports almost every payment method imaginable right out of the box.
Besides, it comes hand in hand with a powerful tech toolkit, allowing you to:

Route each transaction according to selected parameters, saving time and cutting costs.
Eliminate declines by using automatic rerouting of a transaction until full completion.
Combat fraud and decrease the chargeback ratio by relying on our anti-fraud engine and security
tools.

Enable one-click payments to reduce friction and refine the customer experience.

Stop losing sales with manual retries and enable auto-retries to handle failover management.

Show your appreciation to returning customers by eliminating the need for repeated payment data
entry. Empower them to manage saved cards and payment methods.

Configure your Checkout and perform experiments in the test environment to optimise business
performance and discover what works best for you and your clients.

Explore all capabilities

How to integrate it?
In a rapidly changing world of payments, integration should be a piece of cake. This is what it's like with our
Checkout. Save time, costs and development efforts by choosing the integration option that fulfils your
needs, opportunities and expectations.

Flash - Practically no coding effort is needed to

Embedded - Easily integrate Checkout into your

have Checkout live as a popup on top of your

website as an IFrame, creating a frictionless user

website, without redirecting.

experience.

Self-hosted - If you have your own development
team and are PCI DSS certified, consider hosting
Checkout yourself using API and SDKs.

Pay by link - Generate payment links and send
them to your customers to complete purchases.

How to get

started?

See how it works and ask any

questions you might

Schedule a demo

have on an online demo.
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